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NOTE: The Contents are similar to our 
OVER 18 Sex Knowledge paperback and 
ebook.  Just the title has changed.  This 
book is R Rated, some sexy language 
and imagery in the book and video lead to
provocative thinking, but in a safe, 
sensual way!  In the beginning and in the 
last few pages see the URL address to 
purchase this book as an audio video.  
Read the pages.  Feel like you are in a 
hot sex scene.  Think about your own 
encounters.  What did you like best?  
When will you do it again?  Who were you
with that time or were you alone doing self
pleasure?  We aim to empower you!  It’s a
hot time, it's a hot date!
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DEDICATION

The story is hot.  The suggestions are just there 
to make the point that it is nice to have sex 
safely.  Read the pages.  Feel like you are in a 
hot sex scene.  Think about your own 
encounters.  What did you like best?  When will 
you do it again?  Who were you with that time or 
were you alone doing self pleasure?   We aim to 
empower you!  See how to purchase a recorded 
version of the story and poem, inside of the 
book.

You will keep the knowledge with you and be 
ready to pass it on.
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DISCLAIMER

The information depicted on the pages within this
book is strictly representing hypothetical 
situations.  Any resemblance to actual persons, 
either living or dead is purely coincidental and 
unintended. The suggestions in the book are 
intended to remind you of how hot and nice sex 
can be.  Not intended to replace any type of 
teaching or instruction you already adhere to.  It’s
intended to provide the inspiration to envision 
having safe hot sex and hopefully encourage you
to expand your awareness.



PREFACE

Begin with a hot sex scene and end feeling pretty
hot yourself.  Intended to send your mind reeling,
you will be satisfied! Picture yourself in every 
moment and then continue to read and let a 
whole world of sex knowledge make you want for
more.

But here, without leaving home, your desk or car,
you feel like you are starting out into safe sexy 
territory.  Take this poetic sex journey you will 
arrive safely and be delighted with your visit.      

Enjoy.

Phila Vocia, Author



YOU CAN VIEW A RECORDING OF THE
HOT SEX STORY AND POEM AT;

www.pictoblast.com

BEGIN THE DATE
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O.K. all of you groovy, sexy people out there, I 
have a message for you. Safe sex is sensual, 
erotic, energetic, atmospheric, cosmic and best 
of all not life threatening. I am inviting you to 
listen to a story about Naomi and Rich, two smart
lovers who make love the safe sensual way.

Both characters could be any skin color and age.
They ultimately could be of any economic status 
or level of education. They could live in small 
town U.S.A. or abide in a huge metropolitan city. 
They each could be chic, a college preppie, a 
punk rocker, a new ager, a musician, an artist, an
entrepreneur, a homemaker, a craftsman, or 
doctor or lawyer, a sci-fi technician, or just a plain
laborer, but one thing that they have no control 
over is a strong natural desire for sex.

A typical outfit for Naomi is any long or short skirt
in stretchy knit with a matching fitting blouse. 
She wears great fashion earrings and necklaces.
Underneath she matches French-cut pantyhose 
over a sexy thong panty or pretty silky brief, 
topped with a titillating push-up bra and a sheer 
lacy camisole. She always wears her favorite 
perfume and her hair is always clean and so well
groomed.

A typical outfit for Rich is a crinkly satin-like 
rayon blend sports outfit in a geometric pattern in
cool colors. Underneath he wears the sexy men's
bikini briefs, sometimes in satin or cotton, or 
boxer shorts, in wild patterns and in the new 
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color schemes that surprise his partner. His 
cologne is hot and he too is always fresh and 
sexy clean for his date.

A simple, relaxed, but highly romantic and 
sexually stimulating date for Naomi and Rich 
goes something like this... Naomi is at home on a
Friday afternoon. She is perched at a desk 
mulling over storylines for an English essay. The 
window is half open and scents of spring air fill 
her room. The phone rings, she picks it up, it's 
Rich. Her heart beats fast while she breathlessly 
waits on his every word. She feels her legs tingle
and the inside of her thighs get warm. Butterflies 
somersault in her tummy and she thinks to 
herself, "I can't wait to see him." Rich tells her in 
a low, penetrating voice, "I would like to see you 
tonight and I won't take no for an answer. Naomi,
be ready at 7 pm. I'll pick you up and we will 
have a great time." Naomi is so excited, smiling 
and sweetly, but passionately tells Rich, "I'm all 
yours from beginning to evenings end..."

When Rich arrives, Naomi is happy to see him 
and she has her perky, playful attitude on. She 
hops in his car, lays a sweet, luscious, lip tingling
kiss on him and he swings both strong arms 
around her, pulling her close to him, while 
tonguing her lips and chin and he tickles her with
is tongue up and down her neck. Of coarse 
Naomi is enjoying this and every hormone in her 
body begins talking to each other. Naomi is wet 
and her desire is flowing. Rich can feel her 
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hotness through every cell sensation in his body 
and his penis gets very, very, very hard.

Rich pulls himself away from her, turns the 
ignition on and they begin to drive toward the 
freeway. They exchange light details about their 
week with lots of loving concern for each others 
lives and give each other words of love and 
support while they hold hands and glance into 
each others eyes.

It's a sweet scene on the freeway at dusk. All 
headlights are beaming, cars are humming, 
quickly moving and the pace is exciting and the 
closer they get to Rich's place the more steamy 
each moment gets. They hold hands so gently, 
each one trying to impart that sensuality that they
both can't wait to express to each other. It has 
been 20 minutes. They pull into the driveway. 
Rich slowly turns off the lights, then the car. He 
leans towards Naomi and gently rubs his left 
hand along her thigh while he kisses her lips, 
while strongly squeezing her hand in his right 
hand grasp.

Not two minutes later they are in his living room. 
Rich has her favorite music ready to be played. 
Hot popcorn, melted butter, cookies, candy, and 
cold beer are on the table. The sweet smell of 
vanilla candles, scent the room. The lights are 
dim. He has a present for her. It's a fluffy white 
polar bear with a bottle of new perfume tied ever 
so snug around its neck with a white ribbon.
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She gently unties the bow and takes the 
perfume, opens it and caresses her neck and 
wrists and gently lifts her shirt and touches the 
perfume bottle to her navel. "It smells so good 
and I like it a lot. Thank you so much. I love my 
polar bear. I'm going to name him White Satin," 
Naomi says genuinely with sweet satisfaction in 
her eyes.

While the music plays, they move towards each 
other, sensing the others mood, the other’s 
needs, each weighing the moments, thinking 
how they will satisfy the other, make the other 
feel it, want it, love it, come in it and enjoy it, 
endlessly so, making the hot, hot feelings better 
and better.

They begin to kiss, tonguing each other’s lips 
and sucking the tips of each other's tongues, 
roaming hands grab and pull buttocks, fingertips 
sensually slip over clothing rubbing at nipples, 
and she is squeezing his hard on from outside of 
his genes. He pulls her top off revealing two very 
pointed nipples peeking out of her creamy white 
push-up bra. He lays her down onto the floor 
where she glides onto a soft comforter and two 
big leather pillows. He raises her skirt tickling her
thighs and revealing her French-cut pantyhose 
and silky thong. He lets her lay there on the floor 
writhing. She lets her pretty fingers caress her 
nipples and glide over her mound. In anticipation 
he stands over her, he strips his genes off and 
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then takes a strattle stance in front of her, he 
grabs his own penis and begins to massage 
himself until he is erect. She stands with her 
back to him; she bends over and slips her 
pantyhose down her legs and over her toes. 
While she pulls her wet thong down her legs, he 
rubs his penis over her buttocks that are soft as 
butter and smooth as silk. She turns to him, 
bends to her knees and kisses his thighs and in 
a pleasing motion licks his balls, running her 
hands up and down his buttocks, spreading his 
cheeks and blowing hot air against his penis. He 
takes a bottle of warm lemon-lime soda, opens it 
and pours it down the cleavage of her breasts, it 
runs down her beautiful soft tummy flowing over 
her hot spot and into and through it, bubbling and
tingling her. It reaches her thighs. He begins to 
lick her all over; he chews and sucks her nipples.
She is wet and wildly excited. He fingers her hot 
spot with a yellow rubber over his middle finger, 
squeezing her ass cheeks, licking her lips and 
sucking her tongue. His cock is hard and 
throbbing, he takes his rubber from its package, 
slips it on while she tongues and licks his creamy
prophylactic covered, hard, hard, very hard 
penis. She sucks him over his rubber massaging 
his buttocks while she sucks and spreads the 
cheeks of his ass and with a full licking motion; 
she tongues his balls and rubs his legs. He lays 
her down and gently sucks her nipples while he 
rubs her wet come all over her hot spot, he puts 
two fingers in a rubber... they are both ready to 
reach orgasm. He takes his strong arm and 
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slides his hand under her back, arching her ever 
so slowly.

She, lying on her back, spreads her legs; he 
kneels beside her, pressing his strong thighs 
against both sides of one of her own soft, buttery,
sun-toned thighs. He takes that strong arm and 
slides his hand under her back, lifting and 
arching her towards him. Her pretty sweet 
fingers, slippery from her oozing come, touch her
lips of her own desire. She licks her lips; the 
sight of her pink tongue sends his hormones into 
an electrifying frenzy. He massages his cock; he 
rolls his rubber down and off his shaft. While she 
is purring and cooing like a cat, he watches her 
as she reaches her orgasm. Her body tenses for 
a moment and then she relaxes... her orgasm 
reached, he takes a long look at her. The sight of
this female laying under him quivering and 
coming sends him wild. He sends out his come 
and sprays it over her navel. The moment she 
feels it on her, she smiles and then sighs. She 
rolls over, exposing her sweet, cute buttocks. He 
locks his arms around her, and then in this 
orgasmic embrace, they drift off to sleep...
I Safe Sex You Because I Love You...

The End of the Story, but Read On 
there’s More!

Next:  EVERY MINUTE, SOMEONE 
SOMEWHERE IS HAVING SEX.  GET IT WHILE
IT’S HOT!
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    If at the end of your sex time, you can find the 
vine, the cord that links you to what is evermore 
or whatever was left behind, having a present 
family or not, you know people.
    Will you remember to breathe, contract, pulse,
climb, walk, and run like you did when you were 
young?
    Will you remember each time you had sex, 
sex, sex?  It’s not about doing it on the couch, or 
in the kitchen or in the bathroom, or upside down
or sitting down, or right side up, or standing up, 
or how many times, or how many ways.
    It’s about looking at life at the end of your time 
with sex, being proud of what you accomplished, 
enjoy every time, all the varying passions, depths
and meaning, even children or not.  And change 
with it.

BE ADVENTUROUS...Choose new or unusual 
rooms and settings, enjoy the naughty 
natural norm of sexual attitudes, morals and 
beliefs as well as the exotic, if you please. 

SET THE ATMOSPHERE...Use mood 
enhancing candles and indulge in fragrances,
lavish in soft or silky or satin fabrics that 
sooth the body and caress the senses.

EXCITE THE BODY...Splash and massage 
with creamy lotions, sweet smelling oils and 
scented waters that titillate and exhilarate at 
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the same time.  Bubbling sodas, syrups and 
flavored gels are fun.  Use them with 
PURPOSE, PASSION AND PLAYFULNESS.

ENJOY YOUR BODY...Take long, warm, 
oozing, bubble baths together.  Take brisk, 
soapy, spongy, splashy showers together.

BE SPONTANEOUS!  But always be prepared 
for steamy, sensual, safe sex.

SEX is not FOOD. FOOD is not SEX.  Food 
when eaten, strengthens your body's energy 
and makes you feel healthy, more energy, 
hence, fertile and ready to have sex.  But the 
automatic response to food, the feeling of 
fertile (sexy, horny) only will last during your 
peak reproduction years somewhere around 
21 to 40.  Then you have to take specially 
formulated vitamins for males and females to 
promote sexual performance or ask your 
doctor what he or she suggests.  So don't eat
too much hoping for a better sexual 
response.  The whole result of sex is a 
combination of many bodily hormones and 
reactions and emotional readiness.  Sex can 
be different every time, even with the same 
person.  Enjoy sex, but be flexible about the 
results.  Use it or loose it.  Some men and 
women are having sex at age 70 and above.  
And without doubt, a baby is the highest 
result of sex.  Everything else is practice! 
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WHEN YOU BREAK YOUR VIRGINITY... Be 
prepared to experience a new person in your 
life... closer than your non-sexual 
relationships but not as close as your blood 
relatives. You will feel a mind-body-spirit 
change.  Maturity is good.

HAVING SEX WITHIN THE LAW...Will promote 
peace of mind about sex. Sexual harassment 
is out. Natural laws apply too, like cleanliness
and natural frequency of sex. If you are over 
18 years of age don’t have sex with people 
under 18 years of age, because they are 
minors and you can get in trouble. Safety is 
good.
PRENUPTIAL CONTRACTS... Speaking about 
the law, a prenuptial contract protects you, 
your life's work and children if you have 
them, if your spouse succumbs to any or 
other than the following: sweet talking 
women, sweet talking men, gambling, illegal 
drugs and habits and lifestyles, bad business
deals in their name and various levels of 
laziness or squandering of your net worth.  
Have a lawyer draw up a fair contract and 
have their side read it to start the negotiating 
process.  This way everyone is safer.

BIZARRE SEX ACTS...And sex that is not the 
majority will make you feel the opposite, in a 
minority.  Live with it or stay in the 
mainstream.  Balance is good.
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IF YOU DON'T WANT...to do a kind of sex you 
should be able to say no once.  If you change
your mind yourself based on new research or
positive information, fine, but if the person 
persists, ask to seek counseling with them, 
they might compromise with you.  
Relationships are good.

DON'T BE OBSESSED...With looks and body 
weight.  Even the most attractive people 
change as they get older or could change 
sooner due to situations that arise in life.  
Moderation is good.

OUR SOCIETY...Always needs good, 
intelligent people.  If you don't have or want 
to have children, donate to your community 
in another way.  Harmony in life is good.

USE LATEX CONDOMS & VITAMINS...See 
your doctor or clinic for medical safe sex 
information.  Science is good.

More Suggestions:

Thinking About Sex

Sex:  Will I have it, when to have it, where to 
have it, have it, don't have it, should I have it, I 
had it, it was good, it was bad, it was fast, it was 
slow, I remember it, I forgot it, will it go away, will 
it come back, all in all, I think I will think about it 
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tomorrow?  You get the idea, we think about it 
often. 

Sex is Natural and Healthy

Sex is natural and healthy, just use good 
manners, use safe sex techniques and relax, it's 
different every time you do it.  Your thoughts and 
emotions will be just as varied as they are when 
relaxing.  Every day is different, same for sex, 
each time is different.  Enjoy them all!

Consensual Sex

Search Consensual Sex in a Wikipedia 
Summary.  Read it in good health, yes watch out 
for miners, it’s against the law and while you are 
at it, keep those fetishes in check. The illegal and
bizarre sex acts are going to slow you down.  
There is plenty of fun in the legal realm of sex!

Natural Sex Boosters 

Read Up on Herbs that Enhance Sex.  The list of
herbs is very complete.  Search for a website. 
Sex when you are 20 years old is a lot different 
than sex when you are 80 years old.  Don't 
laugh; yes people have sex at all different ages 
and for a variety of reasons.

Sex is More than Meets the Eye
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Besides the hopes to create a baby, besides the 
thousands of sexy visual stimuli that greet you 
every day, besides the intentional or not 
intentional interaction from others, besides your 
own wanton desire great or small, there is a lot 
that goes into sex as an activity. Invest some 
time in your study of sex, even for your own 
sake.

OK After Babies Then What?

Sex can be anything from sacred to a sport 
event.  People are curious, and when they are 
young they jump into it, sometimes unprepared 
and sure enough a pregnancy can occur.

Then oh what to do next?  HAVING A BABY IS 
A BIG DEAL, families join literally in human flesh,
thousands in costs, a sort of personal mind body 
spirit connection platform, a pod meaning a 
group, develops between you and your spouse 
and offspring.  Keep it going nicely, it’s well worth
it.  Some people can’t stay together.  They fight, 
say things, break up, then they have what is 
called either an atypical family (when you live 
with one parent a grandparent, relative or other 
person but everyone is happy) or it’s called a 
dysfunctional family (when you live with one 
parent a grandparent, relative or other person 
but everyone is not happy) try for happiness!  
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Are you married if not then what?  Hence, birth 
control has been trying to alleviate unwanted 
pregnancies for years. Churches and groups 
may oppose, some do, and some don't. The 
human race marches on, and on.

Bottom line...children are yes, very special and 
yes sacred and the proof of your lineage, your 
bloodline, your family.  Enjoy their talents, help 
them all you can.  Then there is the afterlife and 
all the work you put in becomes meaningful for 
the rich as well as the poor. Yes poor people 
have afterlives too.

So, any sex that does not produce a baby is 
well, practice.  But don't have a baby every 
time, I agree with the pro birth control advocates.
Babies are expensive.  So have fun and respect 
your sex!  Keep practicing nicely.  

Don't Promise to Marry to Get Sex

Yes in some countries it is a crime to promise to 
marry someone if they give you sex. You may 
have experienced such a situation and learned 
from it.  Give sex because you want to and stay 
in control of yourself.  A marriage should be a 
real thing, with a real ceremony and everything in
writing, a marriage license and maybe a 
prenuptial contract etc.  None of this married in 
spirit junk.  Real paperwork or it's not real.
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Sexual Harassment and Legal Problems

Don’t do the harassing and don’t harass anyone 
it can cost you your job and money in legal fees.

Facing Discrimination? Free Legal Advice

Today the workplace can be a wonderful place.  
The relief of having a paycheck, a home away 
from home with work friends and a pleasant 
feeling that you can buy the things you need.  
What happens if someone unjustly tries to take 
your job away due to your sexual preference or 
uses age or other types of discrimination or 
attempts to set you up for a sexual harassment 
case?  Get some legal advice.  

Sex and Biology

Let's begin the discussion.  Let's talk about sex.  
Let's talk about the true biology of sex and the 
separate needs of men and women.  Go to the 
blogs; go to the forums, and even your 
politicians.  Get the word out that we need social 
change about the way we feel and what our 
limits are about subjects concerning sex, birth 
control, same sex marriages and same sex 
unions, and all the issues concerning sex!
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After all the above - To wind down, here is a 
Poem, Titled:  I Safe Sex You, Because I Love 
You…

~~~~~

How many obstacles are there

in front of the sexual act?

Is it vanity, time, place or season?  What's the 
reason?

Is it Crabs, VD, Gono, or Syph, Herpes

or the big one...the AIDS VIRUS?

A sexual high can be a part time priority, 

but the AIDS Bug sets its own priorities...

You can out prioritize when you say...

I Safe Sex You, Because I Love You...

Sex and your libido are real you know, 

put your hormones in motion...
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Break into the notion to move in gyrations, 

that lead you to loosen those inhibitions to...

oh...I'm enjoying it...

I Safe Sex You, Because I Love You...

Adaption is human survival instinct, 

we may never become extinct, so...

until the vaccine makes the scene...

I Safe Sex You, Because I Love You...

Then know, that whether it's lust, 

vice, or nice, treat it right...

all night, it's hot, red hot, so hot, don't stop...

I Safe Sex You, Because I Love You...

So whether you are just having hot fun sex or 
you are looking for what the movies and plays 
are written about, the family of man, the silver 
lining, the tree of life, or catching a glimpse of a 
rainbow during sex.  In each of the stories there 
is a part of you and your relationship to your sex.
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Enjoy!

The End

Thanks for purchasing our book,   I Safe Sex 
You, Because I Love You…Yes, it’s a Hot Date. 

It’s a Hot Time for males, everything You need to 
know.  Some females like it too.
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Videos:

To view a hot narration of the story and poem in 
this book, go to: https://www.pictoblast.com

Art Prints:

Sexy Art Prints are available that match the story
and videos at www.artpal.com/pictomoney

Lego and regular Art Print Styles and the Sexy 
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Images are at the ArtPal link mentioned.

This is a unique book, I Safe Sex You, 
Because I Love You…Yes, it’s a Hot Date.  Did
you read it at the coffee shop or reading club?  
Maybe you were home or on a lunch break.  Tell 
a friend about us or give this book as a gift.  
Friends help friends.  Tell them they can have 
their own copy for privacy, buy it online.  If you 
can, give us a review.  

The book is available at the following 
websites and here are some social medial 
ideas and then the Attributions.
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Thanks for purchasing our book.  I Safe Sex You,
Because I Love You… Yes it’s a Hot Date  Tell a 
friend about us or give this book as a gift.  Follow
the Author on Facebook and Twitter and see our 
websites, send us a note: 
https://www.facebook.com/PV-Author-Page-
510206509431946/  
www.gametownrewards.com   
www.colorsass.com  
Facebook, Search: I Safe Sex You Because I 
Love You or type in this address: 
https://www.facebook.com/I-Safe-Sex-You-
Because-I-Love-You-1804816583158169/  

Back to the social media…
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Phila Vocia on Facebook, Twitter, Linked In and 
YouTube click follow and or post a review. 

Feel free to post about I Safe Sex You, Because 
I Love You…Yes, it’s a Hot Date at any of your 
favorite websites as long as the content is 
appropriate for the website’s guidelines.  And 
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when posting at your own social media accounts,
just keep it simple, clean and friendly.  You will be
happy to know there are others who can talk 
about sex in a fun happy way.

Front Illustrations are designed by Phila Vocia 
and drawn by various artists as “paid for hire” 
works of art.

Breathe Easy!
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Phila Vocia, the Author

Image Attributions 

"The images below are freely licensed works, as 
explained in the Definition of Free Cultural Works."  
The images below have retro software 
enhancements.  
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All other graphics and photos are owned by 
the author, Phila Vocia.

A copy of the license is included in the section
entitled GNU Free Documentation License. The 
licensor’s name is below the photo.

This file is licensed under the Creative 
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported 
license.

You are free:

 to share – to copy, distribute and 
transmit the work

 to remix – to adapt the work
Under the following conditions: 

 Attribution – You must attribute the 
work in the manner specified by the 
author or licensor (but not in any way 
that suggests that they endorse you or
your use of the work).

 share alike – If you alter, transform, or
build upon this work, you may 
distribute the resulting work only under
the same or similar license to this one.

__________
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